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The "Voice of the I AM" is the mouth-piece through which the Ascended Masters' Instruction can reach the students quickly, that the most powerful work possible for America and the world may be done by the students to release the greatest Light in the shortest time.

It will also contain information as to where the Accredited Messengers, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Ballard and son, Donald, are teaching the Ascended Masters' Instruction on the "I AM."

INFORMATION

The information given under the heading of "Young America" will be the Ascended Masters' help to the young people for their protection and illumination, as they are the builders of the new civilization and are the channels through which the Ascended Masters will give their Light for the use of the outer world in the Golden "I AM" Age.

This magazine is not an outlet for articles from the students, but is the outpouring of the help from the Ascended Masters and has no human concepts in it.
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Mountains of Light in Seas of Blue Flame,
Glorious Focus from out the "I AM,"
Light from the Presence, Pure Flames of God's Love,
Life's choicest Blessing from Suns up above;
Cleansing the world of all unlike Thee,
Setting the people of earth again free,
Power Almighty in Vict'ry at last,
Pours from the Presence, consumes all the past!

* * *

Mountains of Light in Seas of Blue Flame,
Gifts to all Life, Its Mighty Command,
Raising, sustaining and blessing us all,
Sweep o'er the earth and answer our call!
Free all mankind by Thy Light once again!
Blaze forth Oh Legions! let Thy Justice reign!
Speed all Thy Angels from Love's Greatest Height,
Flood o'er the earth, Thy Great Cosmic Light!

* * *

Mountains of Light in Seas of Blue Flame,
Come now the Mighty—the Host of "I AM"!
Possessing again all earth in great joy,
Dissolving forever all human alloy;
Take Thy Dominion in full Light and Power,
Flash forth Thy Rays! heal all this hour!
Blaze now Thy Glory, Oh Great Blessed One,
Almighty "I AM"! from the Great Central Sun!

—Chanera
ELOVED ones of earth, how much more difficult it is to-day in acquiring understanding and the gaining of Freedom, than it was in that far off period, when so few of mankind were willing to give attention to the Great Source of their Being. They were not as fortunate as you are to-day. Only We, who had close contact with the Blessed Master, understand the Great Privilege that you have to-day.

In the comfort of your lovely homes and in your means of conveyance, you have freedom in innumerable ways. We trudged through the dust with a Staff. Who could at that time, even in their fondest imagination, realize the comfort with which you move about to-day? Yet, let us for a moment make the comparison. While all you have to-day is beautiful and wonderful, yet you have so much more to distract your attention, than
We had in those days so long ago.

This is the first time since My Ascension, that I have spoken directly to the people of earth. I marvel to-day at the progress that is being made. Even though the danger threatening is very great, yet is there great hope of avoiding all, that might be the most tragic destructive activity of the earth. Which ever way the tide of Life should turn, still will it be the end of all destructive forces on earth. If a sufficient number of mankind do not make the call which enables the release of the Powers of the God Presence to give the protection needed, then as the phrase has been used in your world of expression—"evil will destroy itself." It is not necessary for mankind to be destroyed in this readjustment of the whole earth. I am sure that even you, who already understand the "Mighty I AM Presence," know that clearly and definitely enough now to make the call with sufficient earnestness and determination to hold the balance, until more can be brought into this Understanding to make it complete.

Beloved ones, in all the Radiance that has been brought forth in your midst, surely no single one can fail to understand the REALITY of the Ascended Masters and the great effort which is being made for the protection and the blessing of mankind. You are so privileged in being able to give this assistance, and while I know not one of you seek any reward, yet for a moment contemplate with Me what that means. Your service today means the end, Oh beloved people, of all destructive forces upon the earth. You are the vanguards of this Light, the carriers of the Ascended Masters' Light, which alone can save the world.
Will you contemplate for a moment what a great privilege is yours and how by the natural Law of Life, must come that which you term reward; but which is the fulfilling of the Law of your Life. You perhaps would call it reward. I call it the fulfilling of the Law of your Life, which is positive proof that no earnest, sincere effort is ever lost. To-day, My whole Being is charged and filled with the Glory and Happiness of that in which We are privileged to join you and bring forth.

When I witnessed the Ascension of My Beloved Master, Jesus, tears streamed down My face for hours and I was wondering and wondering what I should do in His absence; little did I dream, how soon I would be privileged to join Him in that Great Octave of Light. You beloved ones are standing in a similar position to-day. Who of you, any more than I at that time, can imagine what is just before you? I say this to you in all sincerity. Who of you can tell Me just what is before you?

Do you know, beloved ones, only the Great Cosmic Beings can produce Real prophesy? The Great One, you have come to know as the Goddess of Liberty, gave Washington that amazing vision of the future of America and two of the activities have been fulfilled. Only a Cosmic Being can produce such accuracy! Even as this Great One has told you, at that time there seemed not the slightest possibility of the third episode being withheld. Notice carefully this if you will, for it means everything to you. Even as I did not know what was before Me, even as the Cosmic Light could not tell at that time what mankind would do or what response would come; still there has been a suf-
icient response brought into action already, to
give magnificent encouragement and show the
great possibility of calling such Power of the
Cosmic Light into action; for it will take com-
mand on earth and silence all human activities!

Think of it, beloved ones! Think what such a
service means to mankind and the earth! Think
what it means for you who are a part of it! Never
on the earth was there such an opportunity!
Never on the earth were people so blessed, as are
those who have this opportunity to understand
their Presence and call It into action.

Beloved ones, there are those unfortunate ones
who have tried to spread among the students the
idea that the Great Law was not being fulfilled. In
a thousand ways in the past year is there evidence
of the fulfilling of this Law. Let no one ever again
voice that this Law is not the fulfilling of Itself. I
say to you beloved ones, there are a few unhappy
individuals in your midst who are spreading false-
hood or attempting to bring disturbance against
this Light. Silence it as you value your future!
Refuse to listen to such foolishness! I am making
one last appeal to you, beloved ones, who are so in
earnest! Silence the tongue of every human be-
ing, who tries to spread discord against this Light.
This Light is the only means which can save man-
kind from destruction!

Who shall say how much it requires to throw
the balance into the destructive activity? I tell
you that there has never been in the history of the
earth, not even in the time of My Beloved Master
Jesus, such evidence. There has never been such
fulfilling of the Law and such Application as
there has been in the past two years. There has
never been such application of the Law of the
“Mighty I AM Presence,” which the beloved Jesus called into action and which gave Him the Knowledge and Understanding of all that He was to do!

Beloved ones, do you not understand that individuals, who are seized upon by a frantic destructive desire which offers nothing good but is everything that is destructive, are just bringing on to you the greatest tragedy and destruction of the ages? Now this is Law, the Law of Life of which I Am speaking! Because of a few silly personal desires, beloved ones, is humanity going to allow those destructive forces to sweep into the students and throw the balance on the destructive side?

Remember what tremendous power your Mighty Decrees are setting into action! In every period, when the great destructive forces were about to swing into their dominion, every time there has come the warning to the people. Before every great destructive activity there has come the warning to the people! This time many people are listening! In the past, there were but few!

Shall I say to you to-night why you are so privileged? Before the last cataclysm, the last remnant of Atlantis disappeared, out of that vast population of a hundred and twenty million people, how many do you think listened to the warning that was given? Less than fifty thousand people! To-day, in your vast civilization, already more than three hundred thousand people are in earnest, in the acceptance of their “Mighty I AM Presence.” They are calling earnestly Its Magnificent Power into action for the protection of America and the blessing of mankind.

I have been asked to give you this to-night, that you might realize what has been accomplished
and have the great encouragement which you need to-day. Even as firm as you are, when individuals say to you: "Well if this is the Law and It is so great, why is not greater protection given to mankind?" Who shall say in the puny human intellect, how great already is that protection being given? Beloved ones, as long as you listen to human falsehood and destructive activities, so long will you continue to fall under the foolishness of that destructive power, which is ready to be released upon you at any time.

To-day, I would suggest to you that in every Decree you put forth for the protection of America and mankind, you put the deepest feeling of your Being into It that It may go with the speed of lightning into the mental and feeling world and do Its Mighty Perfect Work.

The Greatest Masters of the world have recently joined to give this Assistance, because the crisis is near at hand! It is humanity who needs the protection, and if there is any human being on the face of this earth who thinks God is going to come down here and give you protection without your wanting it, then that one is wholly mistaken. Mankind alone is responsible for the conditions of the world to-day because of the hundreds of centuries in which individuals have lived, creating more or less destructive qualities in each embodiment. Mankind alone is responsible for this condition. If people do not want to be saved, if they do not want America and the world to be set free from destructive conditions, then who shall say what will be the result?

The Ascended Masters are willing, the Cosmic Beings are willing, the Cosmic Light is willing and the Legions of Light are willing; waiting, waiting,
waiting through the centuries. I am trying to-night to enable you to feel the full vital import of the position which you are in to-day. Therefore, in your city, in your environment, I ask you to silence every human being’s tongue who tries to spread discord.

I have been informed to-day, since lowering the vibratory action of My Body to come into the atmosphere of earth, that in your city wonderful protection is being given against the communistic element and all destructive forces. Praise God it is so! Call blessings upon your officials here who want to give such protection! that they may have the strength to stand firm and unyielding, until every destructive force is wiped out of your city and from its people!

These are Mighty Truths, beloved ones! This is no condemnation of individuals. It is a calling once again of your attention to the requirements. When I come into your atmosphere, I must necessarily see and know something of you, the environment and conditions of this Great Work, and what It has been doing! Beloved ones, you have noticed, that every time the Messengers have been in your presence and then went on to other points of activity, how the destructive forces always try to rush in and destroy the good which was accomplished. At this time in your history, it has had the least effect of any time in the history of the world. I congratulate every one of you on your strength, to stand unyielding in the Light with your attention to your Presence; for if it had not been so there would be no hope.

Oh people of Los Angeles and vicinity, in your great Groups here, how magnificent has been the constant Mighty Impulse that has gone forth! Oh,
could you see sometimes what Power and Light has gone forth from this room, amplified by the Great Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light and the Cosmic Beings, you would give praise and gratitude forever for having been a part of it. In other Groups in your city, they have given forth their Mighty Call with great earnest feeling. It is this Mighty Assistance your beloved America and the world require to-day.

Your Beloved Saint Germain has worked so earnestly hoping and hoping. For twelve thousand years, He has waited, worked and tried for an opportunity to bring forth a nation of Ascended Masters. The opportunity is before you to-day, beloved ones!

To-night, I am asked to say something to you that I trust will give you redoubled courage, energy and strength. Three days ago, owing to the need, a Great Conclave was held at the Royal Teton. There was an Out-pouring to the earth from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light. It was to see what could be done under the Great Law of Life, to help these earnest people of the earth who were making such an earnest call, for the protection of their America and the people of earth.

It was decided to concentrate all the forces and Power of Radiation possible, and through that Power and Radiation endeavor to bring a sufficient number in touch with This Understanding of the “I AM” to hold the balance of the Light, until the protection and work could be accomplished.

You will remember, as you have been told by the Messengers from the beginning, We, the Ascended Masters, nor the Cosmic Beings, cannot
compel mankind. Only the Cosmic Light can do that. We cannot compel mankind to do Our bidding. We can but cite the Law to the people. If they do not wish to apply the Law and call It into action by their own effort, their own energy, through this Power and the release of the Energy from the Great Beings of Light as is required; then We have reached Our limit, because the free will of mankind is paramount. Even to save them, We may not interfere with that free will, unless the Great Cosmic Light Itself does so.

For any human being to feel that God, the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the Ascended Masters, the Legion of Light or the Great Cosmic Beings will step forth in spite of mankind and do these things is but childish foolishness. Every Assistance will be given to earnest sincere individuals who are making these calls, but the call must come from a sufficient number of humanity. That is why I speak of individuals who have spread vicious falsehood among the people of the earth! They are assisting the destructive forces of Life to annihilate you! Do you want to be annihilated? If you listen to individuals of that kind, you are inviting destruction upon yourself—upon all of you—who have been making such an earnest call for your release, freedom and the protection of America.

Now this is the Law of Life! Therefore, beloved ones, when these forces have tried everywhere to interfere with the spreading of the Light by the Messengers, is there any human being so foolish as to listen to that and allow further destruction to come in? The Messengers with dauntless courage, strength and power have gone
forth beating down all these vicious things and showing to the world that such forces have no power against them.

Look the Truth square in the face! Beloved ones I do not speak the Truth to make anyone fear, but I speak the Truth, that each one may make a redoubled effort, by a great calm firmness in your call and in the issuing of your Decrees so a greater power and energy will be released into the hands of the Great Beings to amplify and return for the protection of the earth and its people. That is why, beloved ones. Do you think We ever condemn individuals? Oh no! never in the world! but We do condemn all action of destructive qualities sent forth by individuals because it means the destruction of the earth, if the balance is not held to the constructive activities.

Therefore, beloved ones, to-night let us endeavor with a fuller, greater determination than ever to silence every destructive thought, feeling and action of individuals by calling the Power of the Presence into action to stop it forever. Beloved ones, in the fulness of that Great Power of Divine Love of which I have always been the embodiment, Feel It releasing into your world. I have mentioned these destructive qualities because the Power of My Great Love released is sufficient to hold the protection and balance and give you the courage and strength to silence forever all destructive conditions in your environment that the full Power of the Presence may go on Its Way unobstructed, to do Its Perfect Work.

Think of it! Think of it! Think what it means to you! to your city! Oh, do not wonder that I know something about the laws of earth. Every
Ascended Being knows all about the laws of earth and your needs. By the Light Rays We project, We can sweep over the earth and see the environment, the condition and the Help required. In one twelve hours We can cover the earth, and We know the need. We know the demands! We know the requirements!

Therefore, beloved ones, to-day I say again to you: Yours is the greatest privilege of the ages. When the Great Host of Light is willing to concentrate Its Power upon America and the earth and upon the beloved “I AM” Students, to give them greater strength and courage to go on; then is it not worth everyone’s utmost effort in application, to co-operate and give to Those Great Powers of Light the energy from the earth which They must have? They imperatively require It to give the protection. If it did not have to come from you, do you not see that long ages ago, all mankind’s destructive qualities would have been swept out of existence? Do you not see that? Surely you must. The call must come from mankind, because individuals are the creators of the conditions which exist to-day and through the ages.

Therefore, your privilege is great, is it not now? You are strong enough, to stand in the Light of your own Presence and make these calls which release the energy from the human octave—from human beings. Beloved ones, the emanation from human beings becomes the energy in your mighty calls which the Great Ones take up, amplify and return to the earth’s atmosphere, to give Their Mighty Invincible Protection. That is the Law!

Then, do you wonder why I call your attention to individuals who try to undo the expan-
sion of the Light? Do you not see how tragic it is in your midst? We, from Our unlimited Vision and Reality, know that there never were two such interested, selfless human beings on the face of this earth as the Messengers are. Beloved people, every dollar that comes in from their books they put into This Work to save mankind and America. There is no human being interested in this Mighty Activity who has given a fragment of the cash money into this Activity which the Messengers have, besides their own magnificent courage and strength. I want you to know that!

Therefore, beloved ones, you beloved students everywhere, who have made it possible to carry on this Work, do you not see even those who do not understand can give help? Oh, I cannot refrain from speaking to-night of your beloved friend and benefactor, your beloved Mr. Zinke, who has so freely given of his money to spread the Transcriptions and the Radio Broadcasts. Oh, how We thank and bless him. Through the radio, beloved ones, and the Transcriptions are the greatest means to-day for reaching the people in the quickest possible manner. Therefore, it is going forth with ever-increasing activity.

Have courage, beloved ones! Have great courage! Go on and on, fearless, dauntless in this Mighty Work and Activity. The Conclave at the Royal Teton has released the Energy to help you, beloved ones, as never before in the world! to hold the balance of that Mighty Protection which is needed so much to-day. Saint Germain, Kuthumi, Morya, Chananda, and Cha Ara have come forth and within the past seven days, have all walked the streets of your cities! in Their tangible Bodies! and poured forth this Mighty Radiation to give
you blessed people the protection needed. Yet you are calling for Their visible, tangible Presence! I say to you, go on and on!

Oh beloved ones, bear with Me when I tell you that you blessed ones, even in the vast knowledge which you have gained in the Understanding of the Presence through that which Saint Germain has brought forth, you have but a fragmentary idea of what is going on in the Inner Activities and the atmosphere of earth, giving you the needed protection to-day. You cannot possibly comprehend but in a small degree, the Magnificent Invincible Activity that is going on through the Great Host of Light.

Beloved ones, you enjoy words, but the Power of the Radiation is the thing that does the Mighty Work! In your Mighty Decrees that go forth, it is the Power of the Radiation in the mental and feeling world of mankind which touches the Light within the heart. Through that Mighty Vibratory Action, the whole attunement of the individual is set anew and enables this Perfect Work to go on. Oh, do you not see that all the great Powers you use are invisible, beloved ones? Oh you must see that! Just the outer manifestation is but a fragment of the invisible power that even produces your lights, that produces the currents of energy which give you your radio. These Mighty Currents have been set into action through the atmosphere of earth. Oh be dauntless, beloved ones, go forward looking neither right nor left! Turn always to your Presence and call, call, call with great calm firmness for that Radiance to come forth which the Great Ones can take up, amplify and pour into the atmosphere of earth for the
protection, for the directing Power that mankind needs to-day.

So We thank you beloved ones. Will each one be kind enough to close his eyes for a few moments? Turn the attention with all earnestness to your own "Mighty I AM Presence," that through your attention may go the amplification of the Great Host of Light; because it must act through your Higher Mental Body. Let Its Power, Courage, Strength and Joy, which is the great Motive Power, fill your feeling world in this room; that never again may you know fear or feel limitation. In your dauntless attention to your Presence, know that It is the Infinite Power of all your requirements in action NOW! to produce results and everything that is needed in your world to-day. Feel It with deep sincerity!

SILENCE

Through that Infinite Power of Light, of Harmony, of Wisdom, of Love, with your Presence and Power of Divine Love, I clothe you to-night, Oh beloved ones, in the fulness of the active Power and Presence of their Qualities and substance; to charge you with the Power and Activity of your Presence; to hold you so close in Its Mighty Embrace of Light and Activity that no longer will you feel anything but Its fulfillment. May you feel the full Power and Glory of It established tonight, forever sustained and active—in, through and about you; making doubly powerful even ten times more powerful than that which you have been able to generate thus far. May the quality of this ten times charged Activity make up for the present the needed number of individuals. Try to feel that the Great Law of Life is not
limited! Let us try each day with such earnestness to call for the greater release of Power. Let us pour this forth to-night!

Will you join Me silently—in pouring forth Love and Gratitude without limit to all the students of the “I AM” throughout America who have given of their Love, money, energy, strength and assistance to this Great Light of all Life?

We take up that gratitude to-night which has been poured forth from all the students everywhere and the gratitude and Divine Love which the Messengers have poured forth for the assistance of the students through money, Love, energy, strength and courage! to go forth, and release the necessary assistance to give this protection to America, the people and the world. We thank you to-night, Oh Beloved Ones of the Light, and wish that We might take each one of you in Our Arms and cause you to feel how greatly We love you; how greatly We appreciate and pour forth Our Gratitude for your sake; for your courage, for your strength to stand for the Freedom and Light of America and the world! May this grow each day in greater intensification, until all feel the Eternal Victory of the Light, in Its Mighty Eternal sustaining Quality, Power and Activity!

I thank you.
THE LAW OF FORGIVENESS

HE Cosmic Moment has struck, beloved ones in America, when the Ascended Masters call you to Victory and Freedom in the Light!

The Law of Forgiveness is the Great Freeing Power of Life! When we truly forgive a person, place, condition or thing, we give forth something to take its place which is better in every way. It is impossible to forgive in the intellect. That it not where forgiveness either begins or ends.

All forgiveness must take place in the FEELING of the individual, the FEELING BODY, which is a body of fine substance penetrating and enfolding the physical body. Many people say: "Well I have forgiven but I have not forgotten." Notice what has happened! The intellect has said that one ought to forgive everything; but the feelings are still holding a quality of hurt or sense of injustice.

Now that is the danger-point. Why? Because any such feeling held within the consciousness of the individual is qualifying the Life-energy flowing through the body to-day with the record of imperfection that happened yesterday or last week or last year or maybe many years ago. This is the thing that binds the whole human race to continued discord and they do not understand
what is happening. There are only three things in the whole Universe that cause mankind’s discord and limitations. They are criticism, condemnation and judgment.

Such feelings, held within the emotional body, accumulate every time the mind reverts back to the incident; and if the personality dwells often on events that cause such a feeling to generate in the first place, the quality begins to fill the whole body and atmosphere of the individual. Then it flows out into that one’s personal or business affairs. Soon the whole world of the individual becomes charged, as it were, with that quality which is predominant in the FEELINGS. The same as when you put your battery on the charger in a garage. It becomes filled with that vibratory activity and quality.

This is the cause for all disease, failure, financial loss and every kind of distress human beings on earth experience. In other words, these feelings are generated within the individual by himself; because the personality could not have its own way or thought that it had been treated unjustly.

Such a feeling held within the emotional body of the individual cannot hurt anyone but the individual who generates it; unless others who contact that one’s radiation accept it into their activities. These feelings, held within the emotional body of the individual through the years, are what create continued distress and provide the energy for both carnate and discarnate entities to live upon, who only torment their creators.

Please remember, precious children of earth, who are struggling in the outer world to-day, with every thought, feeling and spoken word, you create a form of some kind. Thought forms would
forever remain inactive in the mental realm unless they are given life by the energy in the feelings. This is why everyone on earth should be taught to create thought forms of Perfection, into which his Life-energy is released, to expand the Perfection of Life to bless all. This expansion of Perfection must register in the individual’s world because it must flow out through the substance of his brain, body and world in order to reach others.

If, however, he creates that which is not Perfection, then those forms come back and dominate him again, again and again; until he obeys the Law of Life—blessing to all for all by all forever!

The cause of every bit of suffering and limitation any human being experiences is in his emotional—his feeling body—and when the individual understands this, he can correct the whole condition and be free from any further discord in him and his world.

Now, we come to the remedy for the condition. If the individual will call on the “Law of Forgiveness,” for ALL the discord he has ever generated in all lives—past and present—then amplify that call to include ALL mankind’s mistakes, he will find such relief from his own discord as he can scarcely believe possible at this time.

Why should we not call on the “Law of Forgiveness” for all mankind? Is there anyone in this world who has not made mistakes? Do you realize that consciousness is ONE, substance is ONE, energy is ONE and what affects one affects all; because all are constantly moving in the atmosphere of earth where all these things act.

The individual who wishes to be released from distressing conditions CAN call to the “Mighty I
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AM Presence” and Great Host of Ascended Masters to forgive all human mistakes and annihilate their cause and effect from mankind and the earth forever. If the individual will do this, he RELEASES all the accumulated feelings of discord which he has held within himself. When those are cleared out of his emotional body, his health returns; his world comes into divine order; his prosperity flows in; and once again he becomes harmonized ENOUGH, to let the constant flow of Perfection from his own “Mighty I AM Presence” flood forth into him and his world and that, which was imperfection, becomes Perfection.

Oh, blessed people of earth everywhere! it is so easy to forgive, when you realize that everyone else suffers as well as you; for different reason perhaps, but nevertheless, others are unhappy and in distress as well as you. If everyone could know what is in the other person’s heart and feeling, no one would add a feather’s weight to the suffering that is already being endured by blessed struggling mankind.

Human beings do not need criticism, blame or condemnation. They need to understand how to live Life according to the Divine Plan, by which Life created the whole Universe. When that is understood, the individual will want to automatically obey it because he has more joy doing so than anything else he can experience. Then he is through experimenting having his own way in the maze of outer activities that keep him tied to his limitations.

Any disease that human beings experience can be cured when the emotional body is purified; and the only purifying power in the whole Universe is the clean, fresh, pure energy flowing down
from the Electronic Body of the “Mighty I AM Presence.” That Presence is above every individual. This will always release its Perfection everywhere in the world when called into action to do so by the consciousness of the individual, through the use of the great creative word—“I AM.”

Every human being on the earth is creating something every moment waking or sleeping. Realizing, that nothing less than Perfection can ever be permanently satisfactory to anyone, then it simply means that, when the individual realizes this and calls the Mightiest Power in the Universe into action to produce or release Its Perfection into the physical activity of every human being, it must come into action. It must always be called forth to bless all.

Humanity’s present consciousness is not solving its problems to-day! In its present state, it is certainly not at ease, contented nor secure. Then surely, it is time for mankind to awaken to the Consciousness of the Ascended Masters and have the Perfection which only They can give.

Each individual experiences in his world those qualities which are in himself. So, let us all join together in making a daily call to the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Great Host of Ascended Masters to charge all mankind’s consciousness with Their Ascended Master Consciousness in EVERYTHING that human beings do; that those ideas, those feelings, those creations may come forth which release the happiness, joy and Perfection that all crave.

All CAN do this! The “I AM” Students are doing it for all mankind every day! Will you, our Radio Audience, join us in your own homes and daily say to the “Mighty I AM Presence”: 21
“Thou Infinite ‘Mighty I AM Presence,’ Great Host of Ascended Masters, Great Angelic Host, Mighty Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! come forth in your limitless Power of Light and Love! Speak to every human being’s consciousness and say: ‘Awake! awake! awake! to the Mighty Perfection of Life; and have your Freedom by turning your attention to the “Mighty I AM Presence”; and receiving the Ascended Masters’ Consciousness into action in you and your world.”

USE! this Great Creative Word of God, “I AM,” to release that which will bless ALL! Call that Mighty Presence into action to release limitless Ascended Master Intelligence into every human being on earth; to give all only those Ideas which produce Perfection everywhere, and to shut out all else. This is so practical! It is so REAL! It is so all-powerful! Try it, in your own personal affairs and see the great marvels which you can experience and be free!

Remember that nothing can exist without energy. If something is manifesting which is discordant or limiting, call your “Mighty I AM Presence” into action to take all energy out of it; re-qualify that energy with the Ascended Masters’ Consciousness, Eternal Perfection and Protection and anchor It in YOUR BEING and world to maintain its blessing for you.

You can apply this to every human being on earth, America and the world. Surely humanity and the world need our help to-day as never before. So, we ask all to learn how to release this Mighty God Power from each individual’s own Presence; to produce Perfection and give the assistance which will bless and help all.
We make the call now for a blessing to all: "Mighty I AM Presence" charge the Ascended Masters' Feeling of forgiveness into the consciousness of every human being on earth that all may have release from their distress! Annihilate all mistakes of mankind past and present! Replace them by Ascended Master Consciousness and Perfection everywhere; that the fulness of every good thing may come forth quickly to bless all.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! come forth in Your Limitless Power of the "Light of God that never fails"! Release to mankind everywhere Your Forgiveness, Perfect Intelligence and Directing Consciousness! Charge every human being on earth with the harmony necessary to bring balance in all outer conditions everywhere! Release to all abundant supply of money, food, clothes, homes, and the Perfect Activity each one should do! Release that Almighty Healing Power which Thou art, into every human body; and annihilate the cause and effect of all illness throughout the world! Annihilate the cause and effect of all debt, individual, national and international! bring perfect balance everywhere for the Freedom and happiness of all! Annihilate the cause and effect of all strikes! See, that all such conditions are adjusted in Perfect Divine Justice to all instantly! Bless all labor and all capital! Charge each with the desire to render Divine Justice to all! See that each receives Divine Justice from each other! charge every human being on this planet with the Ascended Masters' LIGHT, LIGHT, LIGHT! "THE LIGHT OF GOD THAT NEVER FAILS"—the only Power that can ever give mankind anything good! Release Thy Limitless Light and Love to all, for the Freedom of all!
We enfold you all to-night in the Mighty Glory and Perfection of the "Mighty I AM Presence," the Great Host of Ascended Masters and Their Limitless Light, for:

THE LIGHT OF GOD NEVER FAILS!
THE LIGHT OF GOD NEVER FAILS!
THE LIGHT OF GOD NEVER FAILS!
And the "Mighty I AM Presence" is that Light!

· ANNOUNCEMENTS ·

T is our great joy and privilege to announce a new Victrola Record of the "GODDESS OF LIBERTY" (Original composition—music by Virginia LaFarerra, Lyrics by Catherine Rogers) on one side and "THE LOVE STAR" (Original composition—music by Virginia LaFarerra, Lyrics by Chanera) on the other side.

Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

Orders for all Victrola Records and Music should be sent direct to the Saint Germain Press, Chicago.

NEW OUTLINES (In preparation, ready March 1, 1938)
"I AM" Study Groups (Regular Decree Groups)
BEGINNERS' "I AM" STUDY GROUPS
SAINT GERMAIN'S MINUTE MEN'S GROUPS
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES—(Music and Lyrics)
GODDESS OF LIBERTY (Released)
THE LOVE STAR (In preparation)
ON THE WINGS OF LIGHT (In preparation)
The time has come to see the shining face of your 'Mighty I AM Presence'. Its slender Hands point you every minute to Victory, and every second is now filled with Mighty Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection forever!  

SAINT GERMAIN'S MINUTE MEN  
ON WATCH
fore they can break forth as physical disturbing conditions.

Every time one touches conditions that are unjust in any outer activity; silently with great feeling CALL THE "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" INTO ACTION! to sweep into those activities and blast all that interferes with Divine Justice controlling everything within our borders forever!

As a help to all business efforts, one can say morning and evening: "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" AND GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS! SWEEP YOUR DISSOLVING POWER INTO EVERY UNJUST ACTIVITY IN THE BUSINESS WORLD! BLAST THE CAUSE, EFFECT AND RECORD OF ALL SUCH CONDITIONS FROM AMERICA AND THE EARTH FOREVER! REPLACE THEM BY THE ASCENDED MASTERS' DIVINE JUSTICE IN ALL COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES AND HOLD YOUR PERFECT BALANCE EVERYWHERE FOREVER.

Oh, there are a thousand ways in which everyone can help to draw forth the POWER OF LIGHT needed, to lift the chains that bind human beings to wrong conditions. Sooner or later every human being rebels against unjust conditions and takes his stand. Instead of allowing such things to come about and bring violence in their train, the individual, who accepts and uses this Mighty Ascended Master Power of the "I AM," can bring Mighty Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection wherever he applies this Law of Life.

The commercial and industrial world to-day surely need our assistance as never before! Then, let us all accept and use this Mighty Ascended
Master Power to free our fellow man; and in calling forth this action of the Law, we become directive silently instead of dictatorial verbally. Oh, if you only knew what that meant to struggling individuals who are so filled with fear that they know not which way to turn.

It takes strong, brave, powerful Champions of the Light to hold the CONSTRUCTIVE FORCES as the controlling Power in America NOW! but it must be done. The Ascended Masters will amplify your every effort, if you will but make the CALL!

You the Minute Men on Watch! Guard well every Constructive person, place, condition and thing within our land, by your call to the “Mighty I AM Presence” and the Ascended Masters. Then, the Forces of Light will serve you in ways of which you do not dream. He who serves the Light is served by the Light and knows only one result—VICTORY! by the Power of the Ascended Masters.

**DECREES**

In the Name of my “Mighty I AM Presence,” I decree that Divine Justice shall be established in all taxation and that all excess taxation shall be dissolved, consumed and wiped from the face of the earth forever.

“Mighty I AM Presence,” Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legions of Light, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Law, take up that decree and see that it is fulfilled with the speed of Lightning! and bring forth into outer activity NOW the Perfect Plan, that the Great Cosmic Beings have designed for our Beloved United States of America.
We wish to extend our loving congratulations and limitless blessings to the entire "I AM" SCHOOL and DORMITORIES. We thank and bless Mr. and Mrs. David Lucas and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Andrews, for their loving protecting care of the blessed children entrusted to them.

The playlet presented at Christmas was far more than just a symbol of the Ascended Masters' Blessing to mankind. It released an Out-pouring of Light, that can never be understood by the intellect. The Inner Power of the Heart poured forth Its Blessing to all present and especially to the youth of America. We thank and bless without limit those precious ones who were responsible for it.

Lovingly and Gratefully in the Service of the Light,
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD

It is our very great privilege and joy, in loving co-operation with everyone under this Radiation to make a daily call to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Ascended Masters to flood forth Their Limitless Protection, Perfection, Blessings and Supply of every good thing for the sustaining and perfecting of all concerning this "I AM"
SCHOOL AND THE DORMITORIES; to give Ascended Master Assistance and to bring those students who will be blessed and be the Blessing which the Ascended Masters desire to work through at this time.

Let us all give our constant determined call to release the fullest Blessings possible through this activity NOW and to ever expand it, until all the young people in America are given the opportunity to learn the Ascended Masters’ Law of the “Mighty I AM Presence” and apply It for the Illumination and Freedom of all mankind.

Instruction

This month, visualize a GREAT DOME OF BLUE FLAME descend from the Ascended Masters’ Octave of Light and cover the “I AM” SCHOOL AND DORMITORIES! making it impossible for discord, lack or any imperfection to ever touch them, the children, teachers or anyone within them.

Out of this GREAT DOME OF BLUE FLAME, which the “I AM Presence” and the Ascended Masters project, see pour forth limitless money, buildings and supply of every good thing, not only for the blessing and PERFECTION of the “I AM” Students but see it flood forth until it fills America and then the whole world to enable all to know of this Mighty Law and the Ascended Masters’ Perfection for all mankind.

The Great Sanat Kumara has said that this is a SPECIAL INTENSIFIED ACTIVITY which all need from now on.
Our Blessed Sanat Kumara has said: "Among all the students discrimination is so important; because I say to you, that individuals sometimes in their enthusiasm rush in where they release tremendously destructive forces upon themselves unnecessarily. I plead with all the students, do not do that! Would you like someone of your so-called enemies to come into your midst and create disturbance or silently be there to do work that you felt was against you? Do you see? These things are important, very important things! Where the Presence is acting fully, great discrimination is always directing. This is one of the greatest needs of the students today.

"Enough tragedy, enough destructive qualities are already acting; and if one stirs up a sleeping tiger, he is very apt to have a battle on hand. Let Me urge all, Students, the Group Leaders and the people who discuss This Work, to remember that the ground has been broken. Therefore, the important thing is to present the Truth through the Power of Divine Love; and do your work in Groups in your own environment, within your own Circle of Flame whether it be in your Groups here or individually.

"You are within this Circle of Blue Flame. If you saw It, a Circle of Fire, which is the Blue Flame, you would be delighted. I would suggest,
and We will cause It to be brought forth, that all individuals and Groups henceforth be conscious that they are always surrounded by this Invincible Blue Flame which is outside of your Tube of Light. It is a wholly different Activity from your Tube of Light! While both are protective, yet this is a Definite Activity of that Protection”!

· DECREES ·

“Mighty I AM Presence”! I demand Divine Judgment descend upon every person, place, condition and thing in this situation! release all within it from all human creation and consciousness! COMPEL Divine Justice to come forth this instant and Gigantic Ascended Master Miracles of Freedom, Perfection and Happiness to be the only thing that can possibly come out of it to me and all concerned! I thank You for this Victory NOW! eternally sustained.

“Mighty I AM Presence”! make the flesh of my body as TRANSPARENT, PURE AND PERFECT AS YOUR HEART, charged with the Ascended Masters’ Eternal Youth, Beauty and Perfection forever! I thank you it is done.

“Mighty I AM Presence”! see that I FEEL ONLY Your Presence and Flame of Divine Love in every cell of my body, when I awaken in the morning, and keep THAT FEELING AND POWER eternally sustained and ever expanding.
ELOVED Young America! in facing the future activities of building the incoming Perfection for America, take your unyielding stand to be PURE in your secret thoughts and feelings, as well as your spoken word; absolutely sincere and honest in all dealings with all mankind; or you will not see your PRESENCE.

If you borrow either money or things, FEEL your responsibility and see that you return them to the one who was kind enough to accommodate you. Just because someone is kind and willing to make things easier for you is no reason you should fail to remember that the thing loaned to you should be returned. YOU MUST KEEP THINGS BALANCED in every way in your world if you expect to come into association with the Ascended Masters.

If conditions seem to be such that you are not able to make the full balance for what has been received, you can always keep calling the "Mighty I AM Presence" into action to release into your hands whatever is needed to give back to Life and to every individual, who will let your blessing into his world, ten times greater good than you received.

When you make your application, the Great Divine Law will always provide ways and means
by which FULL BALANCE can be established, at the call of the individual who is determined and sincere in his desire to balance all accounts back to Life and free himself. Then he can free others. To obey the above action of the Law of the "Mighty I AM Presence" enables you to look the world square in the face and feel an independence and yet a great humility that brings very great joy.

The following DECREE should always be given in all Young People’s Groups: "MIGHTY I AM PRESENCE" and GREAT HOST OF ASCENDED MASTERS! KEEP OUT OF THIS CLASS ALL WHO ARE NOT PURE OR ARE NOT WILLING TO BECOME PURE! Make all who enter here as PURE AS THE ASCENDED MASTERS and hold that PURITY eternally sustained.

• NOTICE •

Ascended Master Light, Volume VII of the Saint Germain Series, has been withheld, at Saint Germain’s Request, until the new Radio Transcriptions were recorded.

That has been done and we will make every effort in pushing the Ascended Master Light and release it as soon as possible.

Blessed "I AM" Students everywhere! Please do not type words to songs, by various composers which are copyrighted, to put in your song-books. That is an infringement on the copyright protection of the composer and we ask you to always respect the rights of others in order to enable Divine Justice to be always active for you.

Lovingly,
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
FUTURE APPEARANCES
OF THE MESSENGERS

• KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI •
February 18th to 27th, Inclusive
IVANHOE MASONIC TEMPLE
Linwood and Park Avenues
Contact: “I AM” Reading Room
1916 Chambers Building

• CLEVELAND, OHIO •
Friday March 11th to Sunday March 20th
B. OF L. E. AUDITORIUM
St. Clair Street at Ontario
For Information
VIVA JANUARY
Carter Hotel

• WASHINGTON, D. C. •
April 8th to 17th, Inclusive
RIALTO AUDITORIUM
715 9th Street, N. W.
For Information
DR. H. B. BRESSLER
3619 Newark Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.
RADIO ANNOUNCEMENTS

Personal Broadcast By the Messenger,
MRS. G. W. BALLARD

CLEVELAND
WGAR . . . March 4th to 10th Incl. Watch local paper for time.

STATIONS NOW BROADCASTING

TRANSCRIPTIONS

KFAC, Los Angeles, Calif. 945-10:00 A.M. Sundays
7:30- 7:45 P.M. Tuesdays

KYA, San Francisco, Calif. 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays

KRE, Berkeley and Oakland 8:45- 9:00 A.M. Wednesdays

KGB, San Diego, Calif. 9:15- 9:30 A.M. Sundays

KOL, Seattle, Wash. 9:30- 9:45 A.M. Sundays

WIND, Chicago, Illinois 9:30- 9:45 A.M. Sundays
8:30-8:45 P.M. Wednesdays

KGER, Long Beach, Calif. 10:45-11:00 A.M. Sundays

WJBK, Detroit, Mich. 9:00- 9:15 A.M. Sundays

WIP, Philadelphia A.M., Sundays

WIL, St. Louis 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays

KWJJ, Portland, Oregon 9:45-10:00 A.M. Sundays

KXBY, Kansas City, Missouri 9:30- 9:45 A.M. Sundays

WTCN, Minneapolis, Minn. A.M. Sundays

WCPO, Cincinnati, Ohio 9:15- 9:30 A.M. Sundays

KFXR, Oklahoma City, Okla. A.M. Sundays

KFXD, Nampa, Idaho Tuesdays

KSAL, Salina, Kansas 9:15- 9:30 A.M. Sundays

WINS, New York City, N.Y. 10:00-10:15 A.M. Sundays

Note:
We reserve all Radio Broadcasting rights unconditionally, and no one is allowed to broadcast any of the "I AM" Instruction, or read from the books over the Radio except Mr. or Mrs. Ballard.
It is in great humble gratitude, that we announce the release of thirty-nine new Electrical Transcriptions for Radio Broadcasting, which we recorded following the Christmas Shrine Class. These are now ready for your local Broadcasts. Numbers and Songs will be published later.

Transcription Topics are:

"I AM"—Ascended Masters' Instruction
"I AM"—America's Only Help
"I AM"—Your Life
"I AM"—America's Destiny
"I AM"—The Power of Gratitude
"I AM"—America's Heart
"I AM"—America's Wall of Light
"I AM"—The Light of the World
"I AM"—The Armor of Light
"I AM"—The Luminous Presence
"I AM"—Perfection in Colors
"I AM"—The Violet Consuming Flame
"I AM"—The Ascended Masters' Consciousness
"I AM"—America's Responsibility
"I AM"—The Goddess of Liberty's Protection
"I AM"—General Washington's Vision
"I AM"—The Only Energy
"I AM"—America’s Strength
"I AM"—Mastery of the Feeling
"I AM"—America’s Life
"I AM"—America’s Honor
"I AM"—The Ascended Masters’ Authority
"I AM"—America’s Guardians
"I AM"—The Power of your Attention
"I AM"—America’s Security
"I AM"—The Power in your Feeling
"I AM"—America’s Service to the World
"I AM"—America’s Defense
"I AM"—The Treasure of Light
"I AM"—Easter Light
"I AM"—Releasing the Bound
"I AM"—The Power of Kindness
"I AM"—The Power of Radiation
"I AM"—True Free Will
"I AM"—Protection for Children
"I AM"—The Only Healing Power
"I AM"—Eternal Humble Dignity
"I AM"—Your Power of Qualification
"I AM"—The Magic of Blessing
—Awake Oh World to the "Mighty I AM Presence"
"I AM"—The Law of Forgiveness
"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legions of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings, Great Cosmic Light, Saint Germain, Jesus, Nada, Great Divine Director, Mighty Astrea, Oromasis and Mighty Archangel Michael!

In the Name of the "Mighty I AM Presence"!
In the Name of the American People! In the Name of the Light of God that never fails!

Seek out, seize, bind and blast! all treachery, deceit, envy, jealousy, resentment, hatred, anger, irritation, and destructive feeling! their cause, effect and record—known or unknown—in every human being in our army, navy and aerial forces! in all channels of aviation, transportation, communication, public utilities and all that serve the necessities of Life to our people!

Reveal the intent of all destructive individuals in our land! See that there is nothing hidden that is not revealed to our people everywhere!

Surround and charge all constructive individuals and activities in the United States of America with the Ascended Masters' Armor of Blazing Light-Substance and Directing Intelligence! Keep them all so INVULNERABLE, that ONLY THE ASCENDED MASTERS' VICTORY OF THE LIGHT can ever touch them forever!

Send Thy Legions of Light to hold the Ascended Masters' Protection about them and our BELOVED AMERICA; and keep it eternally sustained and ever-expanding.

"Mighty I AM Presence," Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! send your Legions of Light into the
physical octave of earth and in the Name of the "Mighty I AM Presence," in the Name of the American people, in the Name of Life, blast all excess taxation from America and the earth forever: Blast all injustice in all governmental, industrial and financial activities of our people! and replace all discord in our land by the Ascended Masters' Almighty Perfection and Dominion, eternally sustained.

"Mighty I AM Presence" blaze your Invincible Power of Light! dissolve and consume everything that interferes with Thy Invincible Protection for America.

"Mighty I AM Presence" and Mighty Astrea, send your Legions of Light to seize, bind and blast this condition! (whatever it may be) from mankind, the earth and its atmosphere. Take all individuals who are responsible for it into the Octave of Light and hold them there inactive until they surrender to the Light forever!

Pain

"Mighty I AM Presence" I call on the Law of Forgiveness for this condition. I ask you to take the energy that is now causing pain, pass the Violet Consuming Flame through it and requalify it with the Ascended Masters' ease, comfort and peace, eternally sustained. Consume the record of discord, requalify the energy with the Ascended Masters' Perfection, and keep it eternally sustained.

"Mighty I AM Presence"! project your Mighty Light Rays from the Ascended Masters' Octave of Light into every destructive activity on the face of the earth! and hold Your Eternal Invincible Guard around every CONSTRUCTIVE activity.
“Mighty I AM Presence”! Saint Germain, Jesus, Nada, the Great Divine Director, Mighty Astrea and Great Cosmic Beings! sweep everywhere into our activities of defense and blast everything that does not give us Invincible Ascended Master Protection.

“Mighty I AM Presence”! sweep in here! sweep out all resistance! fill every constructive business activity with the Divine Justice of the Ascended Masters and give Invincible Ascended Master Protection to every constructive person, place, condition and thing in our land.

“Mighty I AM Presence”! clothe me in the Ascended Masters’ Crystal Clear Armor of Blazing Light. Make it so powerful that is dissolves all unlike Thee that I contact throughout the day.

“Mighty I AM Presence”! clothe me now in your Ascended Masters’ Armor of Light-Substance. Let me move forward forever untouched by anything of the human creation in which I move.

· Decree to be used for Radio Broadcasting ·

“Mighty I AM Presence”! Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! release into our (my) hands and use, as your glad free gift of Love, ten times more money and all else than we (I) need, to put on Perfect Radio Broadcasts and Transcriptions of Saint Germain’s Ascended Master Instruction on the “I AM”! to give America invincible protection NOW, and to set all free who sincerely seek and serve the Light! Flood forth through this Radio Work such gigantic Ascended Master Miracles of Perfection, as will astound the whole world into full acceptance of the “Mighty I AM
Presence,” and the Victory of their Ascension! Bring this to pass with the speed of lightning, keep it eternally sustained and ever-expanding. What we call forth for this city we decree for every city in America and the world, and we thank Thee Thou dost always answer our every call.

• DECREES •

• Literature •

“Mighty I AM Presence,” Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legions of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light; project Thy BLUE LIGHTNING in Its most dynamic activity and consume instantly ALL VICIOUS AND DESTRUCTIVE LITERATURE FROM AMERICA AND THE WORLD FOREVER! Replace it by the ASCENDED MASTERS’ ETERNAL TRUTH AND LAW OF LOVE, LIGHT, WISDOM AND POWER IN PERFECT BALANCE AND CONTROL OF ALL MANKIND FOREVER!

“Mighty I AM Presence,” Great Host of Ascended Masters, Mighty Legion of Light, Great Angelic Host, Great Cosmic Beings and Great Cosmic Light! see that a Chart of the “Mighty I AM Presence,” the pictures of Jesus and Saint Germain and the Voice of the “I AM” are placed in every home and school, in the United States of America and the world! Through them blaze the Ascended Masters’ Perfection and Victory of the Light everywhere until all mankind is raised into the Ascension.
PUBLISHER'S ANNOUNCEMENT

Due to the increased cost of all materials entering into production and the enlarged size of the magazine over that expected when the Subscription Prices were set, it becomes necessary to announce new subscription prices for the 3rd year beginning with the issue of March, 1938, as follows:

In California $3.09 a year.
In United States outside of California, $3.00 a year.
In other countries, $3.50 a year.
Single copies, 35 cents.

Please make checks payable to SINDELAR STUDIOS

SPECIAL NOTICE—Change of Address

Any subscriber changing his permanent address must notify us ten days before publication date to be sure magazine is sent to new address. Post Office will not forward Second or Third Class Mail but returns magazine to this office, necessitating remailing, triple postage (out, in and out again) as well as causing trouble, delay and sometimes unpleasant thoughts. Please help us in this and—Please do not ask us to make temporary changes—they are troublesome, expensive and seldom satisfactory.

Thank you.

THE VOICE OF THE I AM

ALL BACK NUMBERS CAN BE HAD AT ANY TIME
· PROTECTION ·
· OF OUR COPYRIGHTS ·

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS
and
MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
"Mighty I AM Presence"! charge us all with Ascended Masters’ Joy, Gratitude, Victory and Contentment of Thy Mighty Presence as the ONLY FEELING within us forever!

Sizes below can be purchased at the
• SINDELAR STUDIOS •
2600 South Hoover Street
Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>$0.02</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature size folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>$0.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I Am&quot; Pins</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I am&quot; Rings</td>
<td>$1.20</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain 12x16</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>$0.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>$0.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>$0.21</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 Jesus Ascension</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x16 The Luminous Presence</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15x18 Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>$0.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9½ Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7x9½ Framed Saint Germain</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>$0.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5½x7½ Framed Jesus</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5½x7½ Saint Germain</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Jesus’ Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Framed Postage Size Saint Germain’s Head</td>
<td>$0.30</td>
<td>$0.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30x48 &quot;The Magic Presence&quot;</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>$0.45</td>
<td>Postage Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12x20 &quot;The Magic Presence&quot;</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I  By Godfre Ray King
Containing first group of the author's experiences. Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II  By Godfre Ray King
Containing second group of the author's experiences. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III  By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2  By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence." Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI  By various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students. Contains three color plates. Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII  By various of the Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing a collection of Discourses dictated before hundreds of students. Contains three color plates. Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS  By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition powerful Adorations and Affirmations Price $1.00. Postpaid $1.20

TRANSLATIONS

BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes  Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes  Price $7.75
"The 'I AM' Discourses"—In Two Volumes  Price $6.75
plus mailing charges

CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and meditation. Size 12 x 20. Price $1.00. Postpaid $1.20
Larger size on heavy linen for Study Groups and individual use. Size 30 x 48. Price $15.00, mailing charges included
PICTURE OF THE MASTER, JESUS

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price Each $2.00, Postpaid $2.25

"THE VOICE OF THE I AM"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936.
Yearly subscription begins with March, 1938. Price $3.00

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS
A series of Broadcasts available for use, containing explanation of the Law of Life; also protection for America. For information write Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois.

SONGS WITH MUSIC
GODDESS OF LIBERTY Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.15
Words by Catherine Rogers—Music by Virginia LaFarrera. Beautifully lithographed cover in colors, suitable for framing.

VICTROLA RECORDS
RR-1201—INVOCATION Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son
RR-1202—HARP MEDITATION (Silent Night) Mrs. Ballard
RR-1203—BENEDICTION Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Son
RR-1247—HARP MEDITATION (Nearer My God to Thee) Mrs. Ballard
100-A—VOCAL SOLO (Beautiful Presence) Catherine Rogers
100-B—VOCAL SOLO (Ecstasy) Catherine Rogers
101-A—VOCAL SOLO (My Victory) Catherine Rogers
101-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star)—On Wings of Song Catherine Rogers
102-A—VOCAL SOLO (Goddess of Liberty) (Original) C. Rogers & V. LaFarrera
102-B—VOCAL SOLO (Love Star) (Original) C. Rogers & V. LaFarrera

The above Records suitable for individual meditation or to be used in Study Groups. Price Each $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

Headquarters for All Publications
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ill.
Western Representative
SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California
Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Chicago, Illinois